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Metal from Krefeld

A mixture of catchy melodies and raw 

guitarpower.

New album „Ze’eb and Oreb“ hit the 

record-stores Novemer 2009. 

Book your show now!

Let yourself discover an     

extravagant, thrilling and 

surprising listening experi-

ence.

www.newdamage.de

www.myspace.com/newdamagegroup
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Metal from Krefeld

A mixture of catchy melodies and raw 

guitar power.

Ze‘eb and Oreb
2009
label: Firefield Records (EMG)
distribution: Twilight

Out Of Ordinary*
2004
distribution: EMG

Pressurized*
2007
distribution: EMG

You‘re Wrong*
2000
selfdistributed

Infected*
2002
selfdistributed

Ingo Bajonczak (voc)             Christian Surkamp (git)         Peter Höttges (bass)              Thorsten Marach (drums)

* Vocals by Ex-Singer Jerry Ülker

Something is moving at the lower Rhine Area in Germany. Every band 
classified as „metal“ or anything that matches this big melting pot should 
be prepared.
 
After a long period of production „Ze‘eb & Oreb“ comes into the market as 
the band‘s label-debut on Firefield Records (EMG - European Music Group). 
:new damage enlisted Melting Point Studio‘s support from Braunschweig/
Germany (e.g. Raemonn, Such A Surge, Westernhagen, Till Burgwächter) 
for mastering the forthcoming album. 

The formation was founded in 2000 and starts now a much more provoking 
metal-offensive with new singer Ingo Bajonczak (Supersoma) in front, 
entering stages with a mixture of melancholic sounds and brute guitar 
power and appealing their ambitious audience. 
:new damage‘s influences are Progressive heroes like Dream Theater 
or Textures as well as the Neo-Trashers Pantera or even Doom-kinded 
bands like Crowbar. On the new Album you will find progressive elements 
combined with pounding metal riffings in manner of Sevendust. The band‘s 
music is profound and sometimes complex, so listeners often need to hear 
a song more than one time in order to understand its depth. 
For example „Closer“ seems to be scary and delivers rather dissonant 
guitar- and bassparts. „Mosper Whinster“ surprises with its dizzy alteration 
of speed. In contrast the chorus of „Elements“ reminds of a straight and 
catchy tune. 
The band from Krefeld (Germany) uses only one guitar that is supported 
by an atypical bassplaying. With abnormal breaks and displaced syncopes 
the drums add groovy and dodgy accents. Expressive melodies, strong 
growling parts and aggressive shouts complete the sound of :new damage. 

Past shows with Waltari and Volbeat can be listed. Now the guys are 
looking forward to present „Ze’eb & Oreb“, to enthuse their old fans and to 
conquer new ones with their distinctive stage power.


